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Chapter 34 : A tidal wave 

Clona pulls the edge of the net and behind him was Ryga who’s forcefully pulled the 
handler. They caught a lot of fishes but this time the fish they caught was a big fish. 

Just a little bit more and the big fish will be caught. Ryga using his strength, he forcefully 
pulled the net and using his fist intertwine the net pull it higher to the above. 

They smile each other when they saw the big fish they caught. 

They took a deep breath while resting beside each other. “Isn’t it the only big fish we 
caught? It’s much bigger than the previous one” 

Ryga nod “let’s get much bigger this time. The bigger the fish is, the bigger money we 
get”. He stood up then crack his fingers. He saw a sunset and say “let’s continue 
catching a fish tomorrow” 

Clona nod and happily smile at her 

They we’re busy getting themselves ready to go, when suddenly they heard something 
from the ocean. 

They both look each other and scowl their face and asked “what is it? Did you hear 
those sounds? “ the both of them say in an echo 

Ryga look around the area while Clona, hurriedly fold the net and take the basket 

His looking around to find the sounds but he didn’t saw anything. He shrug his 
shoulders and turn his back 

He look at Clona with a shock face while pointing at his back. He turn again and saw a 
huge tornado coming. 

He gulp and could not move his body. The tornado was coming closer and closer. He 
flinch when Clona grab her hands and pulled it along with her. 

She gasp and hurriedly took the net and the basket that full of fish while Clona was 
holding the big fish and his hands. 

He look around and saw a lot of people panicking while running and shouting “a huge 
wave of tornado is coming” 



Clona was pulling her hands when accidentally, she stumbles at the rock. Ryga stop for 
a moment and hurriedly help her but when he turn his back the huge tornado was 
coming. 

A little bit and it will come for them. He close his eyes gently hug Clona’s back and 
ready himself to get swallow by the water when suddenly it became quiet. 

He blink for a while and look at Clona who’s closing her eyes and hugging his back. He 
look around and saw the people at his front, stop from running and pointing their fingers 
at his back 

He gasp when he saw a group of people wearing a mask at the mid air and stopping the 
tornado. Two guy wearing a golden mask raised their hands towards the tornado and 
enchant a spell 

“Are they a witch?” he asked 

“I didn’t hear a male witch” Clona replied at him 

‘If they’re not a witch then who are they and how can they be able to stop the tornado? “ 

They saw a three woman riding a broom and wearing a black witch hat or known as 
pilleus cornutus – a horned skull cap that was used by them. 

The witch enchant a spell which makes the tornado slowly fading while the two people 
wearing a golden masked was connecting the witch’s spell. 

The huge wave of tornado slowly fading and disappear from their sight. 

A lot of people clap their hands while thanking their heroes. One of the masked man 
landing the ground and bend his head towards him “an alpha wolf? “ 

Ryga step back and think ‘a wh- what? ‘ he open his mouth and want to asked when he 
flinch by Clona’s voice, who’s smiling and overjoy thanking them “thank you for saving 
us” 

One of the witches landed asked “are you okay? “ and held her hands at Ryga 
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Chapter 35 



Ryga was still stunt from the event that happening. He can’t utter a single word, he 
shake his head and held the witch hand. 

Clona pout while looking at them. She rolled her eyes then say “thank you”. She stood 
up and shook her shirt that was full of dirt. 

She look around and saw this young man wearing a mask looking at her with a straight 
eye. Their eyes locked for a second. 

The man wearing a mask roll his eye while covering his blushed face. He doesn’t know 
why but he feel something toward her. Is it a mate? A love at first sight ? 

He silently walked towards her then held her hands and smile sweetly “are you okay ?” 

Clona flush a smile and say “I’m fine” 

Ryga clear his throat and curiosity ask “thanks for saving us, can I know who are you? “ 

The masked man fawn his face “tsk, let’s go” his attitude automatically change from 
being a sweet guy towards Clona to a bitter guy towards him 

The witch woman chuckles and wave her hands at them as she follow behind the 
masked man. 

Clona think seriously of that mysterious group and asked “who are they? “. Ryga shook 
his head and mumble “I don’t know” 

He saw it again. The guy that they’re encounter earlier. The guy who stumble and 
mumble ‘an Alpha wolf’. This time he heard it again but he can’t say clearly if his 
referring to Clona or him. 

He shrug his shoulders and pulled Clona’s hand “let’s hurry”. She nod and smile 

They’re silently walking towards the old couple’s house. From the distance they saw the 
old couple together with Mr. Tom standing at the corner 

“It looks like they’re waiting for us” 

She hurriedly run towards them and hugged the old couple tighter. He smile and 
chuckles 

The old man asked “are you okay? Does it hurt? “ while circling them and checking their 
body 

Clona smile and make a peace sign “we’re fine, we are save from them” 



“them? Who are you referring to? “ Mr. Tom asked 

“We don’t know. They just came and save us. They stop the huge tornado by 
themselves” 

The old couple looks each other with a question mark on their face 

Mr. Tom took a deep sigh then say “Anyway, what matters to us is, you’re back safe 
with us” the old couple nod as an agreement 

Clona make a clap sounds on her hands “ah! We forgot” while looking at Ryga. She 
pulled the big net and raise it above “look what we found” 

The old couple looks in amazement and asked “how did you get it?” 

Clona with a proud face smile “ha! You thought we can’t do it, right? “ as he teasingly 
smile to the old man. The old woman chuckles then exclaimed “well, you guys did a 
great job” 

She was still looking at them with a proud face as she feels a greatest achievement on 
her life. 
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Chapter 36 

Ryga’s mind was wondering about those people who save them. ‘Those guys are 
powerful. I haven’t heard of a witch and werewolf working together’ he thought. He look 
around and saw Mr. Tom holding a butcher knife. He was ready to slice the fish when 
Ryga open his mouth and asked “do you have an idea why the werewolf and the witch 
working together? “ 

His hand stop at the mid air. He look at him and gently put the knife at the side then 
asked “why ?”. Ryga walk towards him and shrug his shoulder “well, recently we are 
save by those guys” 

Mr. Tom flinch and asked “what do you mean? “ while looking at him, seriously. Ryga 
scratch the back of his head and began narrating the whole incident “well, there’s a 
huge wave of tornado coming to us when we are the shore. We are ready to smashed 
by the wave when they came and save us” Mr. Tom look at him while thinking deeply. 
His twitch when he suddenly remember “the wolf parade “ he hiss 



Ryga frown his face and asked “wolf parade ? What’s the connection between the wolf 
parade and the question I asked you? “. 

Mr. Tom took a deep sigh “I guess you should learn about this, tomorrow will be the 
starting of parade. Just so you know the witch mana will be taken from the moon and it 
will directly given to the wolf. The wolf and witch maybe fighting because of that but 
there’s some organization whose peers compose of witch, wolf and even vampire. I 
have no information about this organization but the best possible answer to your 
question was maybe those guys who save you are from the organization”. 

Ryga nod as he understood something and continue to ask “why bother making an 
organization, isn’t the witch and the werewolf are not in good terms ?”. Mr. Tom paused 
for a while, he don’t know what to answer because even himself have no idea why the 
organization was formed. 

Ryga understood his silence so he continued asking a different question “are they a bad 
or good organization? “ 

Mr. Tom have no idea what to answer but something came up on his mind “I don’t know 
what’s their purpose but all I can say is next time you meet them, don’t bother interact 
with them. We don’t know what’s inside their head” 

“As far as I remember there’s three organization on this world. This organization was 
create recently but I guess they started moving after the incidents of royal families” Mr. 
Tom exclaimed while explaining “ families? “ Ryga blink for a while. ‘what does royal 
families he mean? ‘ he thought while looking at him 

Mr. Tom clear his throat as if he was trying to avoid the question but his actions made 
Ryga curious more. 

He lean his palm at the table and lean closer to Mr. Tom and asked repeatedly “families 
? What do you mean? I want to know” 

He took a deep breath and look at him with a serious face “long time ago there’s a royal 
families that was blessed by the powers but these families are already vanish on this 
world” 

His eyes was full of saddened. Ryga could not help but shut his mouth. He can feel that 
this is a sensitive topic. 

“but I have no idea if our young master was still alive or not”� 
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CHAPTER 37 : Its starting – the wolf parade 

The red moon shines brightly. A large pack of wolf, howl while looking at the sky. Some 
witches holding a spear while looking at the moon. 

A woman wearing a pilleus cornutus mumble “curse you damn wolf, curse you damn 
goddesses” while looking at the sky. 

A lot of wolf gather at the top of the mountain while. You can feel a blood lust coming 
from them. A golden haired wolf sitting at the edge of the mountain while smiling at the 
moon. 

A black fur woman howl loudly and look around. On the other side was an omega wolf, 
gathering at one place looking around to find a prey. 

The red moon started to vanish. Its starting – the wolf parade. The red moon change 
into a shine golden moon. 

A moment of silence. 

The air suddenly change. The sky turning black and the stars from above disappear one 
into another. 

On the side of the continent – The witch was hiding from corner to corner while looking 
at the sky. The wolf parade will be start in any moment their mana will be taken out from 
them forcefully. It’s been a years since the wolf parade will start. 

Every fifty years the golden moon will came out and the wolf parade will start then the 
witch will began weaker during this day. The parade will last for two to three days and 
after that the witch man will be back from them. 

During this parade, the wolf will become superior to all as they become a blood lusting 
wolf, not even the vampires or a witch nor the hunter can stop them. 

Suddenly, the witch began to act weirdly. Their eyeys tiwtch while looking at the sky and 
it feels like something came out from their body.Some of the witches started to collapse 
each other as they can’t control an immense mana that came out from their body. 

On the edge of the mountain – the golden furr wolf smirk while looking at the sky. He 
suddenly change into his wolf form. 

On the other side – Some witches used their remaining magic to cast a protective spell. 

The wolf started to shape shift into their form. They howl loudly. Their eyes suddenly 
change into a scarlet eye. 



Their head twitch and suddenly they became a blood thirsty beast. The golden furr 
alpha change into a huge beast with a large claw on the other side are the omega wolf, 
where their hair becomes long and their mouth became big with sharpen teeth while the 
black fur wolf – beta change into a huge beast but not as huge as the alpha wolf. 

– Inside the cabin ( Ryga and Clona’s side) – 

Clona began to panic when she saw Dorothy, collapse at the floor. “What should we 
do? “ she asked as her heart thumping so fast. 

Mr. Tom calm them down and say “For now let’s calm down. As long as we won’t look 
at the moon we can surely stay sa – – sa – – – sane” . Mr. Tom was holding his breath 
as he tried to remain sane. 

Even though they can’t see the moon, they’re still affected by this parade. Clona bite her 
lips as she want to stop her inner wolf to come out while Ryga tiwtch his head and 
mumble “wh – what’s wrong with me? The moon didn’t reflect at my eyes but my inner 
wolf want to out”. 

Mr. Tom hurriedly took Dorothy and put her at the room that full of silver. If something 
happen at least they wont attack her.���� 
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CHAPTER 38 : Into the woods 

Clona keep on biting her lips as she wants to control her inner wolf. She looks around 
and saw Ryga twitch his head. She closed her eyes while standing at the side of the 
window. She doesn’t want to see the moon. 

The moon can trigger her inner self but, even though the moon didn’t reflect at her eyes, 
there’s some powerful object that force her inner wolf to come out. 

She saw Mr. Tom sitting at the side of the door while holding a silver knife while on the 
other side was Ryga. 

Her heart beat faster than a normal one. Her eyes glow and became darker and darker. 
She bites and bites her lips until she can feel pain on it. She can see her blood dripping 
at her lips. 

Her hands started to change into a claw of a wolf. Her hair started to grow and change a 
color into a golden fur. Ryga on the other side wants to remain calm as his hair started 
to grow and change into a black fur. 



On the other side of the room was Dorothy, who’s sleeping peacefully. When the parade 
start, her mana was forcefully pulled out on her body until she collapse and lose 
consciousness. 

Mr. Tom put a lot of silver things inside her room. He doesn’t want to be a beast wolf. 
He want to stay sane during the parade but his inner wolf want to came out and he can’t 
control it. 

Ryga run towards outside and completely transform into his wolf form. His black fur 
became darker and darker. He can’t control his transformation. He became a large 
beast with a black fur. 

His eyes twitch when he heard a sound coming from their cabin. He can’t recognize 
anyone. He form a devil smile on his face while looking at the cabin. 

Mr. Tom saw his weird behavior and notice that something will happen. Using the silver 
spear, he locked Dorothy’s door and push and the large cabinet. 

He can’t control it anymore. His eyes became larger and larger. He howl louder and 
jump towards the window. His eyes keep on mesmerizing at the sky. 

An unknown phenomenon pulled his inner wolf to come out. He howls louder and louder 
until he dramatically changes into a golden fur wolf. He jumps higher in the midair. He 
howls louder and walk close towards Ryga whose looking at him. 

Inside the cabin was Clona, who’s trying her best to not transform into a wolf. She can 
feel her beat faster. ‘What is this? I can’t breathe’ she mumbles while looking at the 
mirror. 

She tried to hold back. She continues to breathe deeply but her feet suddenly change 
into a wolf form. 

She saw herself, dramatically changes into a wolf. A large golden fur with a scarlet 
eyes. She howls loudly and run towards the door. 

Just like Ryga, she can’t identify someone. Her eyes keep on fascinating towards the 
moon’s brightness. She completely turns into a large golden beast. She closed her eyes 
then howl loudly. 

Her sensitive ears hear a voice at the distance towards the inner forest. It seems, not 
only she, heard the sound but also Ryga and Mr. Tom heard it. 

They heard a huge pack of wolf gathering inside the forest.������� 
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CHAPTER 39 

The three of them hurriedly run towards the forest. They can’t recognize each other but 
they can feel a blood lust coming from them. 

They separate their way and started hunting a prey. Clona run towards the deep forest 
while Ryga hurriedly jump at the left side. 

Mr. Tom was left behind as he can feel an eye that directly looking at him. He look 
around and using his extraordinary sense of smell. He knows the direction towards an 
unknown person. 

He was not on his mind, what he feel is to hunt a prey and fell a blood drippings at 
them. 

A large pack of wolf was gathering the deep forest, fighting each other and hunting a 
prey. You can feel a bloodlust coming from them. 

One young man lost his way at the forest. He was holding a large axe with a golden 
basket. 

A three black fur wolf sense the young man, they hurriedly run towards his side and 
attack him. 

They feel pleasure when they saw a blood dripping towards their prey. They howl louder 
and louder. 

Some of the beast wolf was attacking a village while some are fighting each other. 

A golden fur wolf fighting a large black fur wolf while on the other side was an omega 
wolf fighting each other. 

They stop fighting and feel tremble out of a sudden. They heard a large howl coming 
from a distance. They bow their head and started hiding. 

A large golden fur alpha wolf was coming on their way. It stronger than them and they 
can feel a bit superior, they can’t fight him together. 

This large golden fur alpha can control his self. He was hunting from side to side. He 
smiles deviously while looking at the black large fur wolf at the left side. 

Ryga feel a bloodlust coming towards him, as he gets himself ready to attack. The large 
golden fur attacks him repeatedly without stopping. 



Ryga howl louder and using his extraordinary abilities, he jump higher and attack the 
enemy with his sharpen claw. The enemy step back and lick the blood gushing from his 
lips. 

Ryga can’t control himself as he was starting to attack the enemy at his front and 
without looking at the back he wave his large tail and smash it to the ground. 

A black fur wolf was smashed at the ground; he can feel pain from the attack. 

Ryga on the other side can’t surpass his wolf, as he attack randomly. The large golden 
fur alpha smirk while looking at Ryga whos attacking randomly. 

He tilt his head and look around to find a prey before attacking Ryga. He want to feel a 
blood. His inner command him to kill anyone. 

He smirks while looking at the golden fur alpha at the other side of the tree. He jump 
higher and using his claw he forcefully stab the poor golden fur at his back. 

He can feel pleasure with a blood. His bodies tremble with excitement when he killed 
someone. He lick his claw and look at Ryga’s side and mumble ‘you’re next’. 
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CHAPTER 40 

A full golden moon emerge Night. A dark night with a little blood, scatter everywhere; a 
wolf hunting their prey and fighting each other. 

Ryga howl loudly when he smell the blood at his claw. He flinch when he he feel 
someone’s presence coming at his back. 

A Large Golden Fur Wolf attacks him while smelling the blood on his claw. Ryga on the 
other side, jump at the branch of the tree. 

He manages to avoid the attack. 

The enemy makes a smirk on his face while looking above the tree. He was gifted with 
a superhuman strength it makes sense to everyone as he have an Alpha King’s blood 
gushing on his veins. 

He believes that his ancestor was the next in line to become a rightful king to rule this 
world. When he heard about the prophecy, he knows that he is the chosen one. 



His attitude makes a lot of people bow their head with him. He won’t accept anyone 
whose stronger than him. He only believes that he was the strongest amongst his 
peers. 

His self-centered attitude trigger when he knows, there’s someone whose stronger than 
him. He smirked and feels delighted to know, there’s a strong opponent he can fight. 

He gives a devious smile then jump higher and slashes his claw towards him. 

Ryga bend his knee and jump towards him then slash his claws. The enemy fell on the 
ground. His heart thumping so fast while looking on his blood gushing on his side. 

For the first time on his life, he feels excitement towards his enemies. 

He run faster circling Ryga’s side then immediately grab his hand and lift him on the air. 
He lift Ryga like he was made of paper. His superhuman strength and extraordinary 
abilities are his skills. 

He was proud to himself, to the extent that ‘no one can surpass me’ he thought. 

Ryga look at him like he was a prey. He cant control himself. His wolf form elope his 
body. 

He look at the moon’s brightness then his eyes started to change from scarlet eyes to a 
golden eyes. He maybe a beta but he was a special one. 

His black fur suddenly change into a a golden fur. The enemy was mesmerized, as it 
was his first time to see a black fur beta changing into a golden fur alpha. 

Ryga howl loudly. The wolf stop for a while as their body was shaking from fear. They 
have no idea what happen but their wolf form and their body recognize Ryga as a 
strongest wolf that they need to bow their head. 

The enemy clench his fist, ‘its not true!, there’s no one absolute than me’ he exclaimed. 

His living, thinking that no one was absolute than him and no one was stronger than 
him. He calm himself and think that Ryga was not on his mind and so his wolf form may 
elope his body and his consciousness as a wolf may trigger his power. 

‘Right, today was wolf parade it maybe the only explanation why he have a strong 
power’ he exclaimed. 

But, suddenly Ryga attack him. 

 


